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papers [1] and it embodies the quality of papers
and recognition of the research content. The
correct extraction and analysis of the references
will lay the foundation for improving the
accuracy of literature statistics and properly
evaluating the quality of papers.
With the emergence of plenty of academic
papers, the normalization and standardization of
academic papers is a problem great attention has
been paid to in the editing field. Different types
of references have different formats. Currently,
there are mainly three standard systems for
references at home and abroad: ISO international
standard ISO 690-2010(E), namely the
Guidelines for Bibliographic References and
Citations to Information Resources revised in
2010 [2]; American National Standard for
Bibliographic
References
ANSI/NISO
Z39.29-2005[3] and Rules for content, form and
structure of bibliographic references GB/T
7714-2005 [4]. These standards are mainly used
to solve the accuracy, normalization and
standardization of reference format.
In recent years, the standardization of
bibliographic references has drawn more
people’s attention to study it. For example,
extracting the references from PDF documents
and analyzing the content and format of the
references [3]; adopting the OLE automation
technology for analyzing and adjusting the
format [4]; XML language based literature
automatic check system [5]; the multi-template
and multi-format literature check system [6] etc.
These studies reflect the importance attached to
the reference format check and proofreading to
some extent, providing good reference for
promoting the standardization of reference
format. Although these format check systems
have made great progress in recall ratio, the
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The citation of academic papers embodies
the foundation work the author has done during
the study period, demonstrating the source,
breadth and depth of the knowledge the author
has understood in this field, while the frequency
of reference citation is one of the important
indicators for reflecting the academic level of
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precision still needs to be improved, which
points out the direction for future research and
improvement. In this paper, through the analysis
and research on the document recording format
and the descriptive rules for bibliographic
reference, it was put forward that the references
were extracted at the document editing stage and
the information of all the description entries
were automatically identified. If the description
entries were correctly identified, it could check
whether the format of each reference entry in the
document has been set correctly at the document
editing stage, so that the format check could be
automatically finished and the work of manual
identification and proofreading could be greatly
reduced. The experiment indicated that the
application of the methods such as regular
expression, fuzzy longest common subsequence
matching, etc. to the identification of
bibliographic descriptions in this study increases
the accuracy of identification and lays the
foundation for further realization of automatic
reference format check and correction.

<w:p> were concatenated into a character string
for checking whether there is the keyword
“reference”. After the references were
successfully located, starting with the next
(<w:p>) paragraph, the text content of each
paragraph was concatenated into the character
string as the description subject. Finally, this
subject was stored in the reference linked list
and then the next description entry was read
until the end. The process is shown in Fig. 1 as
follows.
Begin

Obtain a document path
containing references

Read the document.xml file
which in the docx format
document
Search for independent
sections of reference
keywords

II. EXTRACTION OF BIBLIOGRAPHIC
DESCRIPTIONS

N

Each scientific and technical paper has the
“reference” information attached to it. If some
plug-in in edit mode can be used, which can
identify the bibliographic descriptions and check
the format correctness automatically at the paper
editing stage, it will greatly simplified the
subsequent work for paper typesetting and
format proofreading. The currently most
commonly used paper editing format, namely
OOXML format for Microsoft office word was
chosen in this paper for analysis and research.
For the OOXML documents, their different
attributes are recorded in different XML files,
e.g., the document content is stored in
document.xml and style information in style.xml,
while the text information is stored in XML tag,
e.g., the paragraph information is stored in <w:p>
tag and the text information in <w:t> tag. In
consequence, the content of references could be
extracted from the tag content in XML files.
For the extraction of reference content, it
mainly extracts the content of all descriptions. In
OOXML document format record, the keyword
“reference” is independent as a paragraph in the
references of papers, while each entry of the
bibliographic descriptions is a paragraph. To
correctly get the content of the references, first it
needed to locate the position of the references.
During the location process, a Word document
with .docx format was unzipped to several XML
documents and all the <w:t> text node
information in each <w:p> paragraph of the
document.xml was read in loops; all <w:t> in
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Whether the key word is
independent
Y

N

Whether to search the
catalog item
Y
Storing reference content

End

Fig. 1. Flow Chart for Extraction of References in XML
Documents

If the keyword “reference” occurred in the
text of the paper, the text content of the paper
would be misidentified as the content of the
references and it needed to review whether the
content extracted was the correct content of the
references. It should be noted that because
different languages express differently in the
computer and different countries have different
specifications for reference formats, there will be
difference in development of the methods and
strategies for extracting the references. Here is
the most common process for reviewing the
descriptions of the references in Chinese and
English in China:
a) First the reference linked list is traversed to
read the information of each reference and
record the length of the words or characters in
each description entry. It should be mentioned

that the English entry has too many letters and
c) The total length and average length of the
maybe affect the judgment, the regular
words in the description entries is calculated and
expression is used, each word length is recorded
based on this, the variance of length of this
as integer number 1,then cryalculate the
reference is computed. For example, in the
description entry length.
formula for variance, i is the position of current
b) If the number of description entries is
description entry and n is the total number of
greater than 1, it will proceed to the next step
description entries.
and start checking.
∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=0(current length of description entry − average length of description entry)2
variance =
total number of description entries
d) If the maximum length of description
Begin
entries is greater than the set upper limit or the
threshold set for the variance, the wrong search
result will be returned. It will need to go back to
Read a reference
the keyword search step to find again. If no
problem is discovered, it will proceed to the
segmentation step.
Whether to read to the
End
Y
If the content of the paper is misidentified as
end of the reference
the reference, a description entry with a larger
length will be obtained and after the inspection
N
and review, a higher variance will be gotten,
namely that the wrong conclusions of
Exclude special paragraphs
identification will be made if the degree of
deviation is higher.
Using a separator to segment a
reference

III. SEGMENTATION OF REFERENCE
DESCRIPTIONS
The segmentation of reference descriptions
can be on the base of language representation in
computer. For instance, during the processing of
Chinese language as a natural language, the
Chinese is segmented according to the meaning
of the words and the commonly used methods
include the rule-based method and the
statistics-based method. The segmentation of
descriptions is based on the ultimate goal of
identifying the category each entry belongs to
rather than subdividing it into the level of
magnitude of the word. Generally there are clear
signs such as symbols, space, etc. existing
between the entries, so it often can achieve good
effect when the regular expression is used to
identify. First, one description entry from a set
of description entries was read, and then the
commonly used separator was applied to
segment. During the segmentation, it often
encountered special description entries (e.g.,
website URL). In consequence, this type of
description entry needed special processing,
namely that firstly the special description entry
was pre-extracted; then it merged with the
remaining description entries when they were
segmented so as to form a complete reference;
finally, they were stored in a set for application
in the following procedures, as shown in the
following Fig.2.

Merge special paragraphs

Save the segmentation results

Fig. 2. Flow Chart for Segmentation of Reference
Descriptions

IV. IDENTIFICATION OF REFERENCE
DESCRIPTION INFORMATION
It needed to further complete the
identification after the segmentation of
descriptions. Each description entry could be
considered as a state, so the state machine could
be used to implement the identification of
description
information.
Different
entry
identification sequences were chosen according
to the types of the references (marked) and each
identification entry chose the strategy according
to its characteristics so as to obtain the
preliminary
identification
results. Three
strategies were mainly used for identification,
including 1) using the keyword corpora that has
been processed, 2) regular expression method,
and 3) fuzzy longest common subsequence
matching algorithm.
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regular expression could be used for string
matching.

A. Keyword Corpus Method
The information of some description entries
could be clearly identified by the keywords such
as the author, place, etc. During the
identification of these entries, the keywords in
these types of entries could be processed as the
corpora. Then the keywords contained in each
type of entry were collected together and
matched with the unidentified entries.

C. Fuzzy Longest Common Subsequence
Matching
During the identification, the information of
description entries was variable and it was
unable to obtain the exactly identical matching
results in many cases, so the fuzzy matching
method was needed to identify. The longest
common subsequence was a method for fuzzy
matching.
It was assumed that X=<x1,x2,…,xm> and
Y=<y1,y2,…,yn> were two sequences and c[i,j]
was expressed as the length of the longest
common sequence of X and Y. The formula for
the longest common subsequence is shown as
follows:

B. Regular Expression Method

For the entries with certain rules and
characteristics, the regular expression could be
used to identify, e.g., the entries of address,
standard code, etc. The regular expression is a
string consisted of characters and it defines a
model for searching the matched characters.
Before the identification, the model fitting the
type of the entry was designed through searching
the character regularity of the entry, so that the
0
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 0 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 0,
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 > 0 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 = 𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗 �
𝑐𝑐[𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗] � 𝑐𝑐[𝑖𝑖 − 1, 𝑗𝑗 − 1] + 1
max(𝑐𝑐[𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 − 1], 𝑐𝑐[𝑖𝑖 − 1, 𝑗𝑗]) 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 > 0 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ≠ 𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗
The algorithm was divided into two parts in
II) Processing of Simple Errors in
general. First, starting from head, the longest
Segmentation
sequence for x1 and y1, x1 and y1 y2 as well as
The title of the reference is an entry there are
x1 and y1 y2…yj was calculated, and then based
no rules to follow. If some symbols occur in the
on this result, the longest sequence for x1 x2 and
title, it is easy to cause errors during the early
each y was computed. The two-dimensional
segmentation of the descriptions. Take the
arrays could be used with c[i][j] for recording
segmentation error as an example, the original
the length of the longest common subsequence
description information was “Chen Guoguang, A
for X[i] and Y[j], and b[i][j] the direction of
Rule-based Book Logical Structure. Extraction
c[i][j] acquisition so as to determine in which
Algorithm [J]. Computer Engineering and
direction to search.
Applications, 2002, 19:53-57.” and there is a “.”
character in the “title” description entry, which
V. RESULTS OF IDENTIFICATION
will cause the system’s segmentation error. In
this system, the error segmentation processing
A. Results Processing
algorithm was described as follows:
There might be some errors in the results of
String[][] list // two-dimensional array for
preliminary identification and it needed further
identifying the possibility of the results
correction and adjustment to achieve the goal of
String[]dangQianZhuLu
//
reference
correctly analyzing the information of the
description entry array
reference description entries.
For (traversing the description entries) {
If (finding the literature identifier[X]) {
I) Priority Processing
Recording the position of the
The priority processing means that when a
literature identifier (pos);
description entry is identified as two results at
Break;
the same time, the one with lower priority is
}
deleted and the one with higher priority is
}
chosen according to the given priority. For
For (from the position of the literature
example, in the Chinese expression, the word
identifier (pos) to traverse ahead) {
“Beijing” might be a name for a person with
If (it was not identified when identifying the
“Bei” as the last name and “Jing” as the first
preceding description entry dangQianZhuLu
name during the identification of the “author”,
[pos-1] ||neither the author nor the separate
while it is a city with the keyword of Beijing in
word ){
the place identification. Under general
Marking this description entry as the title;
conditions, this word is judged as a place prior to
Changing the position of the title in
a name. Therefore, the word should be marked
dangQianBiaoji[];
as a place when it is labeled as the author and
place simultaneously.
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Moving forward the elements following the
excessively segmented description entry
dangQianZhuLu[];
Modifying the list[];
}
}
Among which the list is a two-dimensional
array storing the possibility of each word in one
description entry; dangQianBiaoji[] array stored
the final result; dangQianZhuLu[] merged the
excessively segmented title into one record.
III) Correction
of
the
Sequence
of
Identification Results
It can be seen from the reference norms and
standards that the sequence of description entries
is stipulated. Therefore, it still needs to check
and correct the sequence of the results of
identified description in accordance with the
norms. The sequence correction is based on the
relationship between the positions of the entry
and given template as well as many
identification results that can’t be processed
previously and needs to be determined, so as to
give the right and definitive results. After the
preliminary identification, an identification
result set of description entries will be obtained
where the identification results of the description
entries will be stored. Generally, there are three
types of results: 1) the current entry of the
description has been accurately identified,
namely that only one type is identified. 2) The
current entry of the description may belong to

multiple types. 3) The current entry of the
description has not been identified as any type.
The description can be further identified through
processing the three situations.
For the first situation, the description is only
identified as one type, that is to say, the
description has been accurately identified and
needs no more processing. In the second
situation when multiple uncertain identification
results emerge, then according to the position of
the entry, sequence in the norms or neighbor
identified results, the type can be judged or
given priority results rules. In the third situation,
because the current item has no candidate entry
to locate, it can be matched with the sequence
correction array according to the preceding entry
and the following entry of current item to see
whether the identification results of current item
can be obtained, if not, prompt information can
be given out.
B. Identification Results
4 types of documents with the requirements
of standardization for the references, including
50 dissertations, 50 periodical literatures, 50
articles from monograph or anthology and 50
patent literatures were chosen for extracting and
identifying the references in the experiment. The
examples of experimental results and the
statistical results of identification are shown in
the following Fig.3 and Table 1 respectively.

Segmentation result

processing results

Final recognition result

Fig. 3. Examples of Experimental Results
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Table I. Statistical Results
Type of Literatures

Number of identified
Literatures

Number of Correctly
Identified Literatures

Accuracy

Dissertations

50

50

100%

Periodical Literatures

50

35

70%

Articles from Monograph or

50

25

50%

50

28

56%

Anthology
Patent Literatures

Experimental analysis shows that, the main
causes for the poor identification effect were the
text segmentation error and text information
identification error. Due to the complexity in

text information and deficiency in the ability of
computer to identify the natural languages, it
was easy to cause the text information
identification error.

Degree thesis
60

50

50

50

Journal
50

60

50

50

40

40

30

30

46

50

50
40

10

10

0

0
Author

Title

Place

Author Title Journal Year Volume Page
number number

Date

Correct number

Correct number

Extracted Documents
50
40

48

20

20

60

50

49

48

49

45

Patent
60

40

30

35

50
30

30

50

40

20

30

10

20

0

50
40

40

Patent
title

Patent
country

35

10
0
Patent
owner

Patent
number

Date

Correct number

Correct number

Fig. 4.Statistical Results of Various Types of Literatures

without manual intervention and correct some
problems about lack of standardization or
prompt the users in a manner of notation. With
the emergence of plenty of academic papers, the
standardization of the references in the papers
has become more important and the correct
analysis on the descriptive information of the
references will lay the foundation for evaluating
the quality of the papers and provide an
important basis for the statistics and analysis of
the citations. Therefore, a system for analyzing
and identifying the bibliographic description will

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the analysis on the format records
and format specifications for the references of
scientific and technical documents in a state for
editing, the methods for extracting, segmenting
and identifying the references were clarified and
the bibliographic description identification and
check software that can be directly applied to the
document library was developed, so that it can
automatically identify the description entries
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bring convenience to people who are not familiar
with the descriptive rules and make a
contribution to the literature statistics.
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